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I Dtisek Two significant events in the NPP Dukovany in 1995

1. REACTOR SCRAM DUE TO A SPURIOUS OVERPOWER
SIGNAL

1.1. Summary

On 13 October 1995? startup tests following refueling outage were in progress at Unit 4
of the plant. As a part of the tests, with reactor at 23% power, the neutron flux
monitoring system was being checked on its output signal to the reactor power control
system.

When output signals from the neutron flux monitoring system to reactor protection train
2 were being tested, an operations staff member assisting with the tests inadvertently
returned the reactor protection system train 2 from a ..Test" mode into an ..Operation"
mode. As an overpower signal had been simulated into the tested train before, the
reactor scram signal was formed. Due to subsequent power reduction, however, the
overpower signal ceased and since the I&C technician immediately managed to recover
power supply to control rod drives, the fall of control rods into the core stopped. Several
seconds later, an emergency reactor period signal caused the reactor scram signal to
actuate again. In the same way like previously, the control rod drive power supply was
recovered and the control rods were halted second time, before they reached their lower
end stops.

The reactor power reduction caused main plant parameters to change. Due to shorl-timc
duration of the reactor scram signal, turbines did not tripped automatically and had to be
tripped manually. Subsequently, the reactor operator tripped the reactor using scram
push buttons.

Following conditions contributed to the event: procedures and guidelines deficiencies,
lack of compliance with the procedures, inadequate work control, confused situation and
stress at the main control room during startup. Measures taken to prevent recurrence
were as follows: relevant operating procedures and documents we're reviewed and
amended, operations personnel as well as contractor's staff were briefed on issues
regarding the even immediate interruption of reactor protection functioning has been
prevented by a technical modification. Lessons learneS can be assigned to design and
operation / maintenance fields.

1.2. Narrative description

1.2.1. Background

Protective system of this kind of reactor is divided into four levels. Each protective
level is made by a relay chain that actuate whenever their respective actuation
emergency signal (exceeding of a neutron or technological parameter) is formed. The
first level of reactor protections (HO-1) sends a rod drop signal simultaneously to all 37
control rods by interrupting their drives' DC (holding) power supply. The second one
(HO-2) also drops the control rods but in their banks, one bank after the other. The third
protective level (HO-3) successively inserts the control rod banks into the reactor core at
their normal speed and the fourth one (HO-4) prevents the control rods from
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withdrawal. If the protection actuating signal disappears (i.e. the exceeded parameter
returns to its normal value), the HO-2. HO-3 and HO-4 output signal cease (the control
rod movement stops) or. in the case of-actuating HO-1. it is possible to restore the relay
chain (recover the rod drive power supply) by pushing a special button S3 at a reactor
control & protection system control board and lift the dropped control rods. If the
actuating signal ceases quickly enough (i.e. within the time of rod fall, which is 8 to 13
seconds), it is possible, in principle, to recover the power supply and stop the rod fall
also at the first level of protection.

Reactor protective system consists of two redundant trains. If a test of the reactor
protections has to be performed at power, one of the trains can be manually switched
over to the ..Test" mode, which block its output signals into control rod drive
mechanisms and other plant protective logic, whereas the second train is fully operable
and sufficient to protect the rector. When a reactor protection actuation signal is formed
at this lime, the tested trains automatically returns to the ..Operation" mode. Otherwise
the tested train is returned into the operation using a hand switch, but if an actuating
signal remains simulated into the train, the reactor protection actuates. If both the trains
should be switched into the ..Test" mode simultaneously, they both automatically return
to the ..Operation" mode.

1.2.2. Sequence of events

On 13 October 1995 at the beginning of the morning shift, the Unit 4 was being started
up after a refueling outage. In order to test neutron monitoring system outputs into the
reactor power control and protective system, following unsuccessful tests during the
night shift, the reactor power was stabilized at 23% using control rod bank 6. which was
partially inserted into the core: the l.-Kvbank were in their bite positions (fully
withdrawn). One turbine-generator (TG 41) was loaded to 40 MWe. whereas the second
one (TG 42). running at nominal speed, was about to be connected to the grid.

After completing the work on Reactor Protection (RP) Train 1. a foreman of the
contractor's working group performing the tests in the unit main control room (MCR)
and other rooms asked an operations I&C technician assisting with the tests to return the
Train 1 to the ..Operation" mode and to switch the Train 2 subsequently into the ..Test"
mode. The operations I&C technician performed this action in a reactor control &
protection system room (RCPSR) and returned to the MCR. There he nodded to the
foreman at the other end of the MCR. signaling him that the RP Train 1 is in
..Operation" mode and the RP Train 2 is in the ,.Test" mode. Based on this signal, the
contractor's workers commenced their tests on the RP Train 2.

As there was much noise and there were many people in the MCR at that time, the I&C
technician misunderstood the contractor workers' question, asking whether they can
start the tests at the RP Train 2, as a request to return the RP Train 2 into the
..Operation" mode. The senior reactor operator, after checking on the annunciators
lighting on a reactor control board, permitted the operations I&C technician to switch
the RP Train 2 into the ..Operation" mode.
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8:26:12 The operations I&C technician returned the RP Train 2 into the ..Operation"
mode without noticing that an overpower signal was being simulated into the
RP Train 2 at the moment (the power range overpower setpoint had been
lowered by the test performing workers). As the actual power was higher than
the power range overpower setpoint of the RP Train 2. the reactor scram signal
(HO-1) in the RP Train 2 actuated and all control rods began falling.

8:26:13 Because of power reduction, the overpower signal ceased (the cause of the
HO-1 actuation disappeared).

8:26:17 Dwelling at the control and instrumentation board in the RCPSR. the
operations I&C technician restored the HO-1 relay chain by pushing the S3
button. The control rod movement stopped.

8:26:40 As the initial HO-1 actuation caused all neutron flux detectors (ion chambers)
to move towards the core, an emergency reactor period signal formed (the
chambers detected neutron flux increase) and HO-1 actuated again, this time in
both RP trains.

8:26:44 Because of power reduction, the emergency period signal ceased in both RP
trains (the cause of the HO-1 actuation disappeared).

8:26:46 Dwelling still in the RCPSR the operations I&C technician restored the HO-1
relay chain by pushing the S3 button. The control rod movement stopped
second time.

8:27:17 Due to continuing ion chamber movement with already lower neutron flux, an
warning reactor period signal formed and reactor protection of third level
(HO-3) actuated.

8:27:19 HO-3 actuation signal ceased, the control rod movement stopped.

During the few seconds, MCR operating crew observed the control rod position and
plant parameter change, but they were not able to determine the cause from reactor
control board annunciators. Along with that, no sound alarm actuated.

The short-time duration of the reactor scram signal did not allowed a turbine -generator
trip and other secondary circuit protective logic to actuate, therefore main steam header
pressure decreased due to reduced reactor power. With a reactor coolant temperature
drop the pressurizer water level decreased as well.

8:27:25 Balance-of-the-plant operator tripped the TG 42 manually.

8:27:26 Balance-of-the-plant operator tripped the TG 41 manually, which subsequently
disconnected from the grid. The main steam pressure was then recovered.

8:29:48 Reactor operator scrammed the reactor manually, control rods fell to their
bottom stops.

At 8:53. after clearing the cause of reactor scram with the operations I&C technician, the
HO-1 relav chain was restored and the control rods were lifted to their bottom end switches.
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1.3. Safety assessment

Following the event, an investigation of incident causes was performed. A subsequent
test requested by the event investigation team showed proper function of neutron flux
monitoring and reactor control & protection system as well as that of all associated
safety signals.

During the incident, the reactor protection system functioned as designed. As its
shortcoming was established the principal possibility to interrupt the control rod fall
once reactor scram signal ceased, which was inconsistent with the reactor control &
protection system feature proclaimed in its respective operational procedure. This
feature means to guarantee that all control rods fall to their bottom positions also after
the reactor scram actuation signal ceases.

Because of short duration of the reactor scram signal, the secondary circuit protective
logic (automatic turbine-generator trip, isolating main steam header from plant auxiliary
steam header) did not actuate, but after scramming the reactor manually, all these
automatics actuated and worked as designed.

This incident, induced entirely by a human factor failure, could have serious safety
consequences, if it occurred during real transient leading to the reactor scram. Although
the operations I&C technician might have supposed he caused the reactor trip(s) by
switching the RP modes (the first time directly and the second time indirectly), he did
not know it for sure, and in spite of that he twice interrupted the reactor protective
system functioning as designed. Under different circumstances this behavior may have
cause serious accident, the more if taking into consideration the implications for
secondary circuit protections and possible additional reactor cooldown.

Less serious but also significant was performance of the other personnel involved. The
contractor's workers performing their part of the tests in the did not alert the operations
I&C technician to the activity in progress at the RP Train 2. Neither the reactor senior
operator nor the technician himself checked the relevant control boards carefully on
simulated emergency signals before giving the permission and performing the causal
action (i.e. first switching the RP Train 2 into ,.Operation" mode). Last but not least, the
control room operators, however witnessing partial reactor protection actuation (without
all automatics completed or fulfilled) and being confused by the situation (no sound
alarms, unclear first-out annunciator, many people in the MCR). hesitated to comply —**'•••*=-
with the Technical Specification and the operational procedure directing to replace a
disabled automatics by an equivalent manual action immediately, or to scram reactor
without hesitation, if the situation is confusing or unclear. As a result, of the operations
I&C technician's, senior reactor operator's and reactor operator's ability to perform their
tasks properly was examined.
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1.4. Root causes and corrective actions

1.4.1. Causes of the event

The direct cause of the event was a communication error/deficiency at the control room
during the reactor protective & control system tests. The operations staff member did
not confirm his assumption based mostly on non-verbal and remote communication in
crowded main control room. Also the senior reactor operator failed to verify the request
to change a RP train mode by asking a contractor's worker performing its part of the
tests in the MCR. and just assured himself by looking at the reactor control board. As
the immediate cause was identified violation of the RP operational procedure by the
operations I&C technician, who failed to check the control and instrumentation board in
the RCPSR on simulated emergency signals before returned the RP Train 2 into the
..Operation" mode.

The root causes of the incident were determined as follows:

- management deficiencies (the work of contractor's group was insufficiently
controlled and coordinated by shift operations management staff, partly due to many
activities in progress at the unit simultaneously)

- work planning deficiencies (shortcomings in planing startup work by the plant
management)

- deficiencies in operations staff and contractors' personnel training (they are not
familiar with the principles of cooperation by performing some tasks - particularly
when changing safety and protective system operational modes)

- deficiencies in operational procedures and documents (they provide insufficient
guidance on hand-over to or from maintenance regarding I&C equipment, the content
of startup tests is nor revised regularly, a Protection Disabling Log does not allow to
specify exactly the kind, time progress and finishing of the work requiring a
protection to be disabled)

1.4.2. Corrective actions

As short term corrective actions, an additional reactor protective & control system test
was performed and the failed sound alarms were repaired during the afternoon shift of
the same day. -

To prevent recurrence of the event under different circumstances, the S3 push button has
been secured by installing a removable cover. To prevent recurrence of the event under
similar circumstances, all operations as well as contractor's I&C staff have been briefed
in the way of changing RP and safety system operational modes and a list of operations
I&C personnel members authorized to change safety system operational modes has been
issued. All operations personnel have been informed about the course and implications
of the incident with the emphasis on proper communication. The Regulations of Shift
Operation's procedure dealing with the way of changing safety and protective system
operational modes has been reviewed and amended.
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Following the event, a profound on-site inspection was carried out by The State
Regulatory Body inspectors, who investigated the causes and implications of the
incident. The inspection group performed a safety assessment, and based on it
recommended the plant to take following measures:

1. Install a summary RP annunciators on reactor protection & control room control and
instrumentation board close to the RP mode switch.

2. Modify the Protection Disabling Log so that it is possible to identify unanimouslv the
activities requiring a protection to be disabled as well as their time sequence.

3. Modify the work schedule, so that no other unnecessary tasks are performed in the
MCR simultaneously with work on protective and safety systems.

4. Do not work on safety or protective system unless all its alarms and annunciators are
operable, with the exception of the alarm or annunciator maintenance.

5. Modify the MCR access regulations, so that operator's performance could not be
impaired by many people present in the MCR.

6. Amend all relevant operational procedures, so that they describe the HO-1 function
in compliance with Regulatory Body Guidelines and include a description and
condition of use of the S3 push button.

1.5. Lessons learned

1.5.1 Design

It was established during the incident that the RP design allows under very special
circumstances to interrupt the control rod fall when initiated by reactor scram (HO-1)
signal, contrary to what proclaims a relevant operational procedure and to HO-1 design
basis, i.e. to interrupt quickly and reliably the chain fission reaction. This finding
required minor design modification (covering of the crjucial push button)

] .5.2. Operations / Maintenance

This incident revealed a need for plant work planning and organization changes (not to
do many kinds of work simultaneously) and need for changes in shift operations
management's attitude to control and coordination of work performed by a contractor.
The incident also indicated a need for changes in operational procedures and
documentation regarding a work or maintenance on plant protective and safety systems
requiring them to be switched into the ..Test" mode.
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2. SWAPPED SENSING LINES DISCOVERED AT STEAM
GENERATOR PROTECTIVE INSTRUMENTATION
RESULTING IN AN UNPLANNED UNIT SHUT-DOWN

2.1. Summary

On 22 September 1995 the Unit 2 was at rated power, when swapped sensing lines for
protective instrumentation were discovered at steam generators 21 and 23 while
securing a leaky sensing line valve for packing. As this condition meant a particular
steam generator safety system unavailability and thus breaching of Technical
Specifications, the State Regulatory' Body was informed and a controlled unit shutdown
was commenced. Along with the reactor power reduction, an activity was in progress to
eliminate this configuration deficiency. About nine hours later, with the reactor in Mode
2 (minimum controlled power), the work on affected sensing lines was finished and the
unit was subsequently returned to normal operation. As an immediate corrective action,
all 4 remaining steam generators of the Unit 2 were checked on correctness of the same
sensing line installation, but no similar deficiency was detected.

Subsequently, these sensing lines were inspected also at the other 3 units, and on 25
September, the same incorrect configuration of sensing lines was discovered at steam
generators 41 and 43 of Unit 4. As the Unit 4 had been shut down for refueling and
maintenance, this deficiency was removed in the scope of outage maintenance work. In
addition, a physical inspection of impulse lines for sensing parameters with normally
steady values (main steam header pressure, main steam header - steam generator
differential pressure) has been carried out at all four units of the plant to verify" the lines
are connected to their respective sensors.

As root causes, the improper installation during plant construction and insufficient
quality assurance and testing programs were identified.

2.2. Narrative description ••-'

2.2.1. Background

Dukovany NPP is a four-unit station operating Soviet-design PWR reactors VVER rated
for 440 MWe each. The reactors have six loops with one reactor coolant pump (RCP)
and one steam generator (SG) per loop. The steam generators are connected to a
common main steam header (MSH) by their respective main steam lines. Each SG is
protected by a safety system called ,.Steam Generator Technological Protections
(SGTP)". that protects the SG from an excessive heat transfer and thermal stress in case
of its main steam line or the main steam header rupture. Additionally, the SGTP system
prevents the reactor coolant system (RCS) from an intensive cooldown. When actuated
by the ..SG Main Steam Line Rupture" signal (a differential pressure between the main
steam header and steam generator greater than 0.49 MPa), the SGTP system closes all
feedwater and main steam isolation valves of the affected SG as well as blowdown
valves of all SGs. Simultaneously with isolating the SG secondary side, the system trips
the RCP at the affected loop.
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2.2.2 Event description

On 22 September 1995. Dukovany Unit 2 was operating at 97% power in a frequency
control mode. There were activities in progress to repair a leaky sensing line isolation
valve at the SG 23 main steam line.

8:20 When reviewing the way of isolating the affected valve at SG 23. swapped
sensing lines for SG-Main Steam Header differential pressure sensors were
discovered at steam generators 23 and 21. It meant SG 23's main steam line
had been connected to the differential pressure sensors actuating the SG 21 "s
technological protection system and the other way round.

11:59 The abnormal condition was confirmed by an independent review of the
equipment.

12:15 According to the Technical Specification Limiting Condition for Operation, a
controlled unit shutdown was initiated and activities were commenced to re-
connect the sensing lines in accordance with the SGTP design.

12:44 The State Regulatory Body was informed about the abnormal condition
discovered at the SGTP system.

20:53 The repair work at the SG 21 and SG 23 Technological Protection systems
were completed.

21:16 The reactor power reduced to its minimum monitored level (about 10"*% of
rated power).

21:27 A written authorization was issued by the shift supervisor to increase the
reactor power to its nominal value.

On 24 September at 0:10. the Unit 2 was returned to its state prior to the event.

On 25 September 1996, during a subsequent inspection of SG protection systems at the
other units, the same installation deficiency was discovered at main steam sensing lines
of SG 41 and SG 43 at Unit 4. At this unit, the refueling and maintenance outage was
just in progress, therefore no unplanned reactor shutdown was necessary and the fault
was eliminated as a part of the maintenance and repair work.

2.3. Safety assessment

In the Steam Generator Technological Protection System, the SG pressure for the ..SG
Main Steam Line Rupture" signal is brought via three separate sensing lines to three
differential pressure sensors (another input of each differential pressure sensor is the
MSH pressure). These sensors transmit the Ap signal to their respective secondary
gauges, which actuate the safety signal (isolates the SG and trips its RCP) according to a
.2 of 3" selection loaic.
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It was revealed during this incident, that all three impulse lines sensing the SG 21 (SG
41) pressure had been connected to the differential pressure sensors of the SG 23 (SG
43) Technological Protection System and the other way round. It followed from
subsequent investigation, that during the plant operational history, no modifications or
changes have been performed at the affected sensing lines. Also, because of the sensing
line shape, there was no real chance of exchanging their points of connection after the
line original installation.

Consequently. ..SG Main Steam Line Rupture" safety signal had been unavailable at
SGs 21. 23. 41 and 43 since the plant commercial operation began. This SGTP system
deficiency may have caused a severe plant transient, if some of the affected SG main
steam lines had really burst or if there had been another reason for the SG pressure drop,
as the appropriate SG safety signal would not have actuated. Instead of that, an intact
SG would have been isolated, and due to main steam leak, an intensive RCS cooldown
would have occurred.

Due to this safety system deficiency, a Technical Specification Limiting Condition for
Operation was exceeded, as part of SGTP system instrumentation at unit 2 and 4 had
been fully inoperable for a long period of time. Deficiencies discovered at this event
would have caused the SGTP system malfunction at SG 21. 23. 41 and 43. which may
have resulted in a severe or unusual plant transient, although actually did not. From this
point of view, the incident was of considerable safety significance.

2.4. Root causes and corrective actions

2.4.1. Causes of the event

As the most likely direct cause was determined a mistake made during the plain
construction and technology installation / fabrication, that have gone undetected for
several years. The root cause of this mistake, however, whether it was human error or
incorrect assembling documentation, was impossible to determine because of
unavailability of the assembling documentation. y.

Another root cause contributing to this condition was the inappropriate and incomplete
testing method allowing the deficiency to remain unrecognized for such a long time in
spite of numerous safety system tests. Nevertheless, the safety system testing
methodology using simulated signals transmitted from sensors or secondary gauges to
ihe system's actuation logic is commonly used at many plants and the sensing lines
themselves are not equipped to be tested on their connection points. Therefore,
independent checks have been needed on the plant control system documentation to
verify their conformity with a real system component configuration, but insufficient
efforts have been taken to perform and complete this activity.

Based on another minor wiring deficiency discovered in 1994, a development of such an
inspection program, which was in progress but not completed yet at the time of the
event described above /not efficient enough to discover this kind of deficiency. The
program improvement and its consistent implementation should prevent recurrence of
similar near miss situations.
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2.4.2. Corrective actions

Following the event, several corrective actions have been completed:

1. A technological procedure has been developed for re-connecting the sensing lines
between SG 21 and 23 (41 and 43) along with subsequent check up on its
implementation correctness.

2. The plant control system documentation has been reviewed and checked on its
conformity with real configuration and wiring of safety related system protections.

3. An analysis of possible wrong connections of sensing lines for reactor protections
and Emergency Core Cooling System instrumentation has been developed, h
concluded, the correct connection of majority sensing lines for monitoring key
technological parameters actuating safety systems has been verified by the plant
operation itself. Any problem in their wrong connection would emerge earlier.

4. A physical inspection of impulse lines for sensing parameters with normally steady
values (main steam header pressure, SG-MSH differential pressure) has been carried
out at all four unit to confirm the lines are connected to their respective sensors.

5. Some methods have been evaluated as for their adequacy to identify real sensing line
connection points.

6. A testing program on sensing line physical inspection has been developed and
particular reactor protections have been selected to be tested during the next
maintenance outage from this event's point of view.

Following this event, an unexpected inspection was carried out by the State Regulatory
Body inspectors at the plant. During their inspection, they were inquiring into
circumstances of the event and were examining possible consequences of other sensing
line incorrect connections at reactor protection and safety injection systems. Additional
objective of the inspection was a check on the plant operator activities during the
incident. At this point, no shortcomings were established.

2.5. Lessons learned

The improper installation of safety related component (safety system sensing line) was
caused by mistake during the plant construction, as well as by using testing methods
unable to check every component of a measuring channel on its proper function and
correct installation or connection, unless the system really actuated. Another
contribution to this event were shortcomings in QA programs failing to assure all safety
system components are properly installed before hand-over from construction to
operation. Also, if all operational documentation had been consistently checked on its
correctness and completeness during subsequent plant operation, it might have helped to
discover these deficiencies remaining from the plant construction. Lessons learned from
this event can be therefore assisned to two fields.
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2.5.1. Construction, Commissioning / QA

Assembling documentation and construction procedures might have been incorrect or
incomplete or not complied with. If so, the then QA programs were not efficient enough
to detect all possible shortcomings in plant construction or systems assembling and
installation.

2.5.2. Operations, Maintenance / QA

Shortcomings in preventive maintenance and periodic testing programs made no
provisions for detecting the condition of safety system, which enabled a part of the
system to be inoperable for a long period of time. Also delays in implementing the
inspection program set up more than a year ago contributed to such kind of deficiency to
went on undiscovered.
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